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_bear Js, 

Go to read the liorowitz The l'ialdzac of .inaorical s China -rolicy" early this a.m., 
before I have to take iil to work. ileally very geod. I'd ave more trouble condonsirk; all 
he says that kith a longer piece, intended. as tribute to him. The kind of thing-  that bugs 
me is inevitable with short pieces when they reach an audience so largely composed of the 
young, with no independent recollection of the events deocribed. Example: the references 
to the surrender of the Ameriorni-equipped r,rnies. .my recollection i that ourresider is 
worse than an inadequate description, that the reality was deoertion, Changing sides, 
from the &mends down to lowest privates, with all their J. imerican cquioamt. 	this is 
minor in a fine ioritiar, it ref.:Le-rims the kind of thing that annoys 1,ic in 	own, ,,jhere 
feel that must moke the most complete record possible. 

One of the points impossible in such short space hope is clear to the young r 
readers is the endless US pursuit of the idea whose time no longer can over come, the 
strange political atavism that by withhouldinc our trade and endorsement we can, somehow, 
tumble governments that have authentic porJular supoort. 'de 	with china the identical 
mistake we made with Russia, incapable of realizinr that there was no singlo thin r 	could 
have done that 	each more viable than might otherwise have been the case and in each 
case helped rally the .uoopic behind the ,overnmout we southt to eliminate. Russian economic 
sufficiency was at least haotened by the lack of choice. What we would not let thud 1-i - Lvo they 
dimply tid to ;:et for themselves, having failed to learn from this exoertence, we mane the 
idonticial mistake with China. find now with Cuba. lb oingle talk; could help rally the 
Cuban populace behind the Castro g-ovornment than American policy and op ,osition. And in 
every case, while in no case did popular deprivation occur° by comparison -with the past, 
the only meanin4u1 one), it made the ;)opulaco more willing to accekt deprivation. 

A minor poiot of curiosity, if you Imo, or can reach -"orowitz: is the 
S-0 vice i-res., father If or relative of Burke i,ia,ruball? 

The middle paragraph in the first column of page 4 3 2, do di:-.,saga.eo with in that it 
sue; .eats this policy „.os first tried with 6hina. 4-t iS th... identical policy that had by 
then failed with itussia, by then, in any honest assessment had to .es rocornized, fro- the 
Russian experience, as the policy guaranteed to be counterproduotive. It is with the 
originality and. absence of prodicatble result that 1 disagree only. Again attributable 
to space limitations. 

The stupidity of dusk in the newt column, that vhina was a ituarien pupoyt, is an 
incredible on for a aazt 4th his S1'..A.sia experience in 	J-)on Castorr, who dusk replaced 
on vineo,nr Joe's. staff, was always as ultra-conservative, ito thus clearly foresaw the 
futility of this policy, which the "liberal" Rusk did not. 

For Rigor the reminder of -what I  had forgotten, the at ac: on al: for ;our :estinr 
a moderation, is valuable. 

dockefeller on "this sort of r14Aiity has no place in a democracy (46) reminds is of 
my own OSS past, ..,hen I was in charge of two parts of a memo prepared for eloon to use at 
Chapultepec, the I:e....1can conference preparatory to the tim fouliancr in San 4`'rancisco. The 

purposeof t 	study was to lay a foundation for a nov to keep the military dictatorship 
out of the Lin as the armentine representative, as a level for ending that dictatorship. ,..:loon 
just didn't do it. Later it was decided. to uptiiat:. this study as a "blue book" on Arrontina. 
I wao in charge of tm5 military Dart, as I han been or it and the economic, each de.4Ing 
with ].azi control. I rather shockee evoryone by rerusiao to trke the asoiigirlent end was, 
without fuss, relieved.. 1 assisted. it with Lily tiv: arsanging of cleehanical resources the 
sholars were Licoap,:tent to arrange icr themselves, lime- _microfilm-reading arrangements. 
predicted, quite accurately, that with the changed context this was be regarded as an intrusion 
into argentine domestic affairs once the decision had been made at Chapultepec, and that even 
the Oontrabnisto :iould side with the fascists on this point. that is precisely what hao:)ened. 

ha:rt.:: thanks, liW 


